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Abstract- - In this paper we discuss the numerical simu/ation of soliton solutions of Sdn'6dinger's 
system of ncmllnear partial differential equations. The te~hnique used is based on a novel a~roach 
to the T,,u Method based on space-time elements. The origh~ operator is not discretlzed in elthe~ 
space or time. The perturbation term, which in the Tau Method is ,, by-product of the computation, 
is used to measure the error in the equation, or defect, and therdore to control the accuracy of the 
computation i an adpative way. This leads to an accurate and economical re,medical procedure 
which, evcm for approy|mations of a very low degree, can ~irrml,~t.e surfaces with very mha~p gradients 
in the direction of both, space and time. 
The Tau Method formulation presented in this paper preserves very accurately the principle 
of conservation of energy. However, our numerical examples support he idea that the latter is a 
necessary but not a sufficient condition t  guarantee an efficient apprnYimatlon of soliton solutions 
of Schr~clina, er's equation by means of a method of numerical simulation. 
i .  INTRODUCTION 
In recent years several authors have reported results of experiments on the numerical solution of 
Schr~dinger's nonlinear partial differential equation in one space dimension [1-8]. Approximate 
solutions to this equation and to others of related type, such as the Korteweg-de Vries equation 
and the sine-Gordon equation, are of interest in view of their relevance to problems in Physics 
and in advanced Engineering design. They are also of interest from a purely numerical standpoint 
because of the nature of their solutions, which display high gradients in their domain of definition. 
A substantial part of such numerical work has been carried out using sophisticated iscrete 
variable techniques although Galerkin's method has also been used. The approach considered in 
this paper is a global one based on the Tau Method [9-10] and does not involve discretization of 
the differential operator in the space or time directions. 
In the case of a linear problem a Tau approximate solution takes the form of a bivariate 
polynomial which satisfies exactly a differential equation identical to the given one but with a 
polynomial term, which we shall indicate with HNM, appended to the right hand side. The role 
of this perturbation term is to reduce the solution, generally a bivariate function, to a bivariate 
polynomial. There is also the requirement that the the norm of this extra term satisfies a minimum 
condition, so that the deviation from the original equation, that is, the error in the equation, is 
as small as possible. The latter, often called defect in the context of finite difference techniques, 
is immediately accessible to the user in the Tau Method and used to monitor the progress of the 
computation. 
In the case of a nonlinear problem the Tau Method is used to solve iteratively a series of 
interrelated linear problems. Their solution generates a sequence of polynomials; its fixed point 
is the required Tau Method approximate solution of the given nonlinear problem. In the case 
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of the Tau Method such a process has been described in a series of papers by Ortis [11], Or- 
tiz and Samara [12], Ortis and Pham Ngoc [13] and Onumanyi and Ortiz [14] for the cue of 
initial, boundary and multipoint problems for ordinar v differential equations and in Ortiz and 
Samara [15], Ortiz and Pun [16] and Ortiz and Pham Ngoc [17] for the case of partial differential 
equations and in further eferences given therein. 
In a recent paper published in this Journal, Ortis and Pun [18] discussed the application of a 
segmented formulation of the Tan Method, introduced by Ortiz [19], to the numerical solution 
of nonlinear partial differential equations; there the domain is subdivided into small celia. They 
have applied this approach to the numerical treatment of Burgers' nonlinear partial differen- 
tim equation reporting results of high accuracy and smoothness. Numerical comparisons with 
standard software, such as the efficient code of Sincovec and Madsen [20] indicate that the Tsu 
Method can be an interesting alternative from the point of view of efficiency as well as on account 
of its accuracy. 
In several of the papers to which we referred earlier on, more particularly in those of Grifllths, 
Mitchell and Morris [2], Herbst, Morris and Mitchell [4] and Verwer and Sans-Serna [8], a series 
of interesting numerical examples are considered. Some of these examples will be reconsidered in 
this paper using the Tan Method with uniform and non-uniform space-time T~ elements. 
2. SCHR( )D INGER'S  CUBIC  EQUATION 
Let us consider Schr6dinger's cubic equation 
i ut + u=ffi + q lul  2 u = O, (1) 
on a space-time domain r, where i 2 = -I, with the initial condition 
u(z, O) :- g(z), -oo < z < oo, and t >_ O. (2) 
As the solution of this problem is a complex valued function, u(z, t) : -  v(z, t )+  i t0(z, t), we shall 
regard it as implicitly defined by a system of nonlinear partial differential equations. The solution 
of problem (1)--(2) has an infinite set of conservation laws [21] one of which is the conservation 
of energy in time, that is, of 
£ E(u) = lu(x,t)12dx, for t > O. 
oo 
This condition states the boundedness of the norm of the solution in the space L2[-oo, +oo] and 
is a necessary condition to keep the balance between the nonlinear term [ul 2 u and the dispersive 
us= term in the equation. When such balance occurs, solitons are formed (for further details, 
[22-24]). 
We shall consider cases where either particular values of the nonlinear parameter q or given 
particular initial conditions determine the emergence ofsolitons. The problems to be considered 
are" 
(i) the case of one soliton, 
(ii) the con~nu of two solitons, and 
Off) bound states of N solitons. 
The first case, where the analytic solution is known, enables us to show that the remar]nLble 
accuracy associated with the segmented formulation of the Tau Method in the numerical treat- 
ment of ordinary differential equations with spikes (see Onumanyi and Ortis [14]) is also present 
in the case of the system of nonlinear partial differential equations considered here. We sleo 
show that the energy dependent parameter E(u) is very accurately conserved by the Tsu Method 
approximate solution as time advances. 
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3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE TAU APPROXIMATE SOLUTION: 
SPACE-TIME TAU ELEMENTS 
Let us associate with equation (1) the recursive scheme defined by: 
v~nz "kxl -- w[ n+ll + 2qv[n]w[nlw [n+ll + q[3(v[n]) 2 + (w[n]) 9] v [n+ll = 2q v[nl[(v[nl) ~ + (w[n])2], 
W[nx +1] Jr. V~ n+1] -[. 2qvt'qvtn+l]wt'q + q [3(wtn]) 2 -[- (Vb])2]W["+ I] = 2q Wt"][(W["]) 2 + (V["]) z]
(3) 
on r, which follows from (1) bearing in mind that u(z, y) is a complex valued function and after 
applying a quadratic linearization process (see [17] and the references given therein). 
The initial condition (2) becomes: 
v[n](z, 0) = Real Lq(z)] and w[n](z, 0) -- Imag Lq(z)]. (4) 
For each value of n scheme (3) defines a system of linear partial differential equations with 
variable (bivariate polynomial) coefficients, to which the Tau Method is immediately applicable, 
as it is shown in [15]. 
We shall indicate by UMN(Z,t) a Tau approximation of degree M in z and N in t. Con- 
vergence of the sequence of approximations u[n] := (v[n],w[n]), n = 0, 1.2,... will be monitored 
by comparing the corresponding coeffcients of successive iterates. The approximation process 
is stopped when the maximum of these differences falls below a prescribed tolerance parameter 
TOL. This comparison shall be made in an orthogonal polynomial b sis, where the coefficients 
in the expression for UMN become stable much faster than in a representation in terms of powers 
of the variables. 
The solutions u of (1)-(2) are characterized by the fact that, for t E [0,T], lul is very small 
outside an interval zL ~ z ~ zR. We shall make use of this feature in our numerical computation 
by solving the problem in that interval of z, with the initial condition u(z, 0) -- g(z) and assuming 
u= -- 0 when z = zr. and z = zR , for values of t in the interval 0 _< t < T. This argument 
has been used by several other authors who considered this problem before us (see [2,4] and 
the references given therein). Therefore, throughout this paper we shall consider a domain r as 
defined by [ZL, ZR] X [0, T]. 
We shall partition 1" into subdomains, which we call space-time Tau elements [18]; they have 
sides h= and ht parallel to the axis. Let i j  be a pair of indices which identifies each one of the cells 
and let M and N be the degrees of approximation i  z and t respectively. Our numerical task is to 
solve system (3)--(4) iteratively over each of the cells of indices i j, which are intercommunicated 
by suitable continuity conditions. Inside each these cells we solve the system of partial differential 
equations defined by (3) with the Tau Method to get individual bivariate polynomials U[~Nij (z, t) 
associated with each cell at each stage n of the iterative process. 
It has been shown that the accuracy of a one-dimensional Tau Method approximate solution 
at the end point of the approximation range depends closely on the basis used for the repre- 
sentation of the perturbation term [25-26]. Theoretical results giving quantitative estimates for 
a wide range of choices of basis have been discussed by Namasivayam and Ortiz in [27]. The 
same arguments apply for the edges of a hi-dimensional Tau cell. In the problems considered 
here, where information is transmitted through the boundaries of a large number of space-time 
Tan Elements, taking such effect into account has some relevance. We shall come back to this 
question later, when he discusses the relative fficiency of Chebyshev and Legendre bases for the 
representation f the perturbation term HMN(Z, t). 
4. THE CASE OF ONE SOLITON 
With the initial condition 
u(z,O) :=g(z )= (2a)½ exp [ i (2 ) ]  sech (a½z), (5) 
and q = 1; Equation (1) allows for the emergence ofone soliton which propagates in the direction 
of time. The parameters c~ and c are positive constants. 
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T~de 1. Apprazinmtion erro~ m~l ener~ ~ in the cmed oue solltou. 
A ldcubic Tau Method a~ppr~;,e~tio~ n Tau Elements 
of size hz × ht wM used 
hs ht basis max. abs. error 
0.5 0.25 
0.5 0.125 
0.5 0.25 
0.5 0.125 
t=O t=15 t=30 
Chebyshev 0.1451 0.2711 0.3949 
3.9998 3.9998 3.9998 
Chebyshev 0.0531 0.1860 0.3128 
3.9998 3 .9~ 3.9998 
Legendre 0.1380 0.1457 0.1538 
4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 
Legendre 0.0494 0.0577 0.0659 
4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 
Legondre 0.0442 0.0447 
4.0000 4.0000 4.0000 
0.25 0.125 
The analytic solution of Equation (1) is known to be [22] 
Verwer and Sanz-Serna computed estimates of the solution of this problem for a - 1 and c - 1 
in[S]. 
We shall use the artificial boundary conditions ua = 0 at z = zL and z - zR, with the choices: 
zr. := -30 and zR := 70. From (5) it follows that the maximum of lu(z,0)l = 2½; in the above 
case fo 
E(u) - [u(,, 0)[2dz = 4. (7) 
30 
Let us compare the relative efficiency of using Chebyshev or Legendre bases in the numerical 
approximation of this problem. That is, the effect of ignoring or not the increased accuracy at 
matching edges of cells which is provided by the last basis. In Table 1 we give, for t - 0, 15 
and 30, the maximum absolute rror (in the top row) obtained by using Tau apprmdmations 
of degree 3 in each of the two variables and for several different sizes of T~u celk, in either the 
Chebyshev or the Legendre bask. We use the value of E(u) given by (7) as a reference and report 
on estimates for it obtained by computing the quantity E(US/N) (in the lower row). 
Replacement of the Chebyshev basis of representation by that of Legendre (ha = 0.5 and 
ht "- 0.25 or ht -- 0.125) produces a sensible reduction in the approximation error for large values 
of t. Energy is well conserved by using any of the two basis. 
It has been pointed out [28] that numerical estimations of the soliton solution of (1) develop 
a shift in time if compared with the analytic solution. Figures 1A-1F show the graphs of [u[ = 
Iv 2 + w~] 1/~ for the exact and also for the Tan approximate solution for different choices of the 
parameters and for the two bases mentioned before. Graphs A and B show that in the Chebyshev 
bases a reduction to a 1/2 of the length of the side ht of the cell has a positive effect in reducing 
the shift at t - 30. However, a similar but more dramatic effect is obtained by changing into the 
Legendre basis, as shown by graphs C and D. Finally, graphs E and F display the behaviour 
of the exact and approximate curves for t = 15 in the Legendre basis. The improved accuracy 
provided by the Legendre basis at the edges of matching space-time ~l~u cells seems to have a 
bearing on the reduction of the shift phenomenon. 
The curves in Figure 2 show the graphs of [uss[, the bicubic Tan Method approximate soliton 
solution, in the time range [0, 30] for 0(1.5)30, that is, at intervals equal to 1.5. Graphs correspond 
to the choice of space-time Tan elements with ha : -  0.5 and ht : -  0.125; on account of the 
previous remarks, the Legendre basis has been used. 
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Figure IA. A= := 0.,5, he := 0.25, 
t := 30, Chebyshev basis; 
IdOD. U FOR T,=O. AND T',30. 
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Figure IC. h= := 0.5,h¢ := 0.25, 
t := 30, Lqendre  basis; 
MOD. U FOR T=O. AND T=15. 
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Figure IE. A= := 0.5, A, := 0.125, 
t := 15, Lepndre  brads; 
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Fi&~u'e lB. A= := 0.5, h, := 0.125, 
t := 30, Chebyshev bm~;  
MOO. U FOR T=O. AND T=30. 
/ 
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Figure 1D. h= := 0.5,h, := 0.125, 
t := 30, Les~=ndre basis; 
IdOD. U FOR T=O. AND T=15. 
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Figure IF. A= :-- 0.25, A, := 0.125, 
t := 15, Les~mdre basis. 
Fi&ure 1. Graph,  *howins the shift in time between the exact m~xtlon, in dotted 
curve, md the Tau &ppr~t4m=te solution, in =olid curve, for ~ - 0, t = 15, or t = 30 
in Chebyehev or Leseadre bases for the dMe:e=t =i=e= of Tau-Elements. 
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Figure 2. lu33(x,t)l = [(va3(x,t)) 2 + (tv33(x,t))2]x/2, bicubi¢ Tau ap~t ion  in 
the Legendre basis over the domain [-30, 7 ]× [0,30]. Individual graphl cm'respond 
to t = 0(1.5)30; the size of the Text Elements i  0.5 x 0.125. 
The graphs of the Tau approximations are remarkably smooth. On each time line the maximum 
absolute rror reaches a peak at the points where the spike of the soliton wave is located. 
The relative rror defined by the perturbation term HMN through 
f IH ( ,t)I 1 • = max lm  t)I 
over the domain r := [-30, 70] x [0, 30], follows the same pattern and reaches the value 0.37/1.4 = 
0.26 at the points of r corresponding tothe position of the maxima; however, the approximation 
error at that point remains mall, in the order of 10 -2. 
5. COLLISION OF TWO SOLITONS 
Let us again consider the cubic SchrSdinger's equation (1), but now with the initial condition: 
We shall take a : -  0.5, q := 1 and Cl :-~-- 1 for the fastest sollton and e2 : -  0.1 for the slower 
one. The parameter 6 controls the relative location of the so]itons at the origin of time; we take 
6 := 25. 
We have considered a fairly large domain r := [zr.,za] x [0,T], where zr. := -20 ,za  : :  80 
and T : -  44 and have initially covered it with equal Tau elements of sides h= - ht : -  0.25. 
After 176 rows of cells in time we reach the end of our domain. Again, we have chosen bicubic 
Tau approximations in each element. 
Figure 3 shows separate graphs of the two solitons at t - 0 and then from t - 18, when they 
start to interact, until t - 30, when they begin to disengage. We have taken subintervals of 
length 2 in time. The graphs for t -- 22 and 24 show clearly that the interaction is not a simple 
superpoeition. Successive graphs on a time scale 0 < t < 44 are displayed in Figure 4. After 
collision the path of each of the solitons develops a phase shift which, for one of them, is indicated 
in Figure 4 with two parallel arrows: they point at the directions before and after collision. 
The same sequence of graphs, now superimposed toshow more clearly the behaviour near the 
collision point, is shown in Figure 5. The calculation was repeated with a Tau approximation f
the same order, but with the length of h, halved. In  Fisure 6 results are shown, with the same 
format as in Figure 5, where we have only displayed graphs up to t - 30, just after the collision 
point. 
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1.0 
O.O 
1.0 
t-lO 
, | - , , . , . 
100.0 0.0 100.0 
1.0 
0.0 
t=20 
1.0 
t=22 
1~oo ~ ' o.o 1~o.o '  
2.( 
t=24 
1.0 
t=26 
• . - ,  , , | | . . , | ! i 
0 .0  100.0  0 .0  100.0  
1.0 
t=28 t=30 
'°11 ' 
0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0 
Filpzre 3. Individual graph= of a Tau Method approximation to the two-goliUm 
m)lutjon corr~pond;n~ to the initlaJ condition (8), st t = 0 and t = 18(2)30. 
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2.0" 
1.5  • 
1.0 
0,5 
0,0 
Figure 4. The smme problem as in Figure 3: graphs displayed on a time scale, 
= 0(2)50;h= = h,;= 0.25. The two parallel arrows on the top left show the shift 
in phase of one of the solltons; the Ihift in phase of the other sollton k not msrked 
but is visible in thl= figure. 
IdOO, U FOR DIFFERENT TIMES MOO. U FOR DIFFERENT TIldES 
2,0 
-2O 
Figure 5. The same problem as in Figure 4: ,, 
sequeace ofsuperimposed graphs for 
t = 0(2)50; h= = h , ; -0 .25 .  
X 
' . . . .  ~o . . . .  ,~o . . . .  do . . . .  ;o  
1.5 
1.0 
0'5 i 
0,0  , , , i , , , , i , , , , i , , , , i , , , , i X 
-20 0 20 40 60 nO 
Figure 6. The same problem as in Figure 5: a 
sequence of supedmpmed graphs for t = 0(2)30; 
now with h= :---- 0.25, ht := 0.125 
Comparing Figure 6 with Figure 5 we notice that the distortion before the collkion (for t = 22, 
pointed by arrows ~ and ~ respectively) has been reduced in amplitude. Later we shall refer to 
the curve pointed by the arrow ~ as the lower curve. 
In the present case we cannot offer comparisons with a known analytic solution. However, in 
Figure T we show the behaviour of the modulus of the error in the equation for this Tau problem, 
that is, of the perturbation term Hss(z,t), for different values oft .  
The first of them, Figure 7A, corresponds to a calculation with h:  - ht := 0.25. It has been 
plotted for a range that includes t = 0(2)44 and shows that the error in the equation becomes 
larger in a small interval round the collision point, as is to be expected ue to the very rapid 
rise of lul near it. Figure 7]3 shows the effect on the error caused by reducing the length of ht to 
half of its previous value, while keeping h= : -  0.25 as before; t has been taken again in a range 
that includes 0(2)50. The error pattern is slmi|~r, but reduced in amplitude. 
In particular, the error just before the collision is also reduced in the second case, as compared 
with the first. This sugpsts that the ~--anow~ le~Jzr curve in Fisure 6, for t -- 22, which shows 
a le~ accentuated peak before collision that the corresponding one in Figure 5, my offe~ a better 
picture of the collision of the two solitons. 
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Figure 7A.  h= ---- ht :---- 0.25; t ---- 0(2)44 
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02 AL 
o.o ~ X 
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Figure 7]3. h= :-- 0.25;ht :---- 0.125;t ---- 0(2)44. 
Figure 7. Graph of the modulus of the perturbation term H3s(~,t). 
Table 2. Behaviour of the maximum modulus of the pertubation term in the collision 
of two solltons. 
Max [H33(x,t)J for ditferent values of t < T and -20  < z < 80; 
a bicubic Tau Method approximation on Tau Elements of size h= × ht was used 
Problem 
A 
B 
C 
in the interval 
before the collision 
• O<t~20 
0.1390 
0.0722 
0.1625 
near the 
collision point 
t= 24 
1.065 
0 .5~ 
1.2493 
in the interval 
after the collision 
• 26< t_~44 , 
0.1391 
0.0674 
0.1616 
Problem A. h= := 0.25; h, := 0.25 Chebyshev basis T := 0(2)44; 
Problem B. h= : -  0.25; ht :-- 0.125 Chebyshev bmis T := 0(2)44; 
Problem C. h= := 0.5; ht := 0.25 Legendre basis T :-- 0(2)44. 
Table 2 gives quantitative information on the effect of changing the basis of representation for 
the perturbation term. A comparison of the second and last entries, shows that for this bicubic 
Tau approximation a Legendre basis with space length equal to h= : -  0.5 (problem C) gives about 
the same value for the maximum modulus of the perturbation term (defect error) as a Chebyshev 
basis with sides of length equal to a half of the previous value: h= : -  0.25 (Problem A).  
6. CONSERVATION OF ENERGY IN THE TAU METHOD 
Another way of testing the behaviour of a Tau Method approximate solution is by checking the 
energy dependent parameter E(u) for different values of t while z is in the interval -20 < z < 80. 
Making use of the initial condition we can estimate that E(u) to be equal to 5.65685... for t - 0. 
Evaluations of E(u~) for the same set of parameters and bases as in the Problems A, B and C 
considered before gave estimates agreeing with that reference value up to five significant figures. 
Finally, a comparison between Problems A and B in Table 2, shows that despite a dramatic 
change in max IHss(z,t)l , the energy remaius unchanged and fixed within five significant figures. 
This suggests that the conservation of energy is not sufficient o guarantee an accurate numer- 
ical apprc0dmation, other invariants may have to be considered. Our statement is in agreement 
with the experience of other authors, who used different numerical techniques. Although the 
energy condition should not be ignored, it must be borne in mind that conservation of energy 
alone can only ensure that the numerical solution lies on the surface of the sphere p - E(u). By 
CAg~ ZZ:9~ 
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generating a suitable artificial right hand side a numerical technique can be made to produce a 
spurious approximation which, nevertheless, remains on that surface. 
In the case of the Tau Method we have the advantage that such a perturbation term, namely 
H,nn(z,t), is at our disposal. We can then use it, when solving a nonlinear problem, to monitor 
the agreement of the approximate solution with the given differential equation at each step of the 
iterative process; such control has been used in our computations. Therefore, a truly adaptive 
process is feasible with Tan Method approximations ( ee [14] for more details). 
A theoretical analysis of the convergence of the iterative process shows that it is fast (for 
analytic convergence r sults, see [17]). In the examples under discussion the number of iterations 
required to satisfy a tolerance parameter TOL equal to 10 -e was only equal to 3 except at the 
collision point, where 4 iterations were required. 
Griffiths, Mitchell and Morris [2] have reported estimates of E(u) for the initial value t = 0 and 
for the final value t = 48.75 using different sizes oft and z-meshes, running from 0.04167 to 0.125 
in.t and from 0.333 to 1.0 in z and using either Galerkin's method or finite difference techniques. 
Although it is clearly difficult to make comparisons with such very different approaches, it seems 
reasonable to state that the results reported by using a Tan Method approximation ofa relatively 
low degree, 3 in z and 3 in y, seem to be associated with greater accuracy. This confirms 
experience gained by the authors in a variety of different problems for nonlinear systems of 
partial differential equations. 
7. BOUND STATES OF MORE THAN ONE SOLITON: 
THE USE OF NON-UNIFORM SPACE-TIME TAU ELEMENTS 
Herbst, Morris and Mitchell [3] and more recently Shamardan [29] considered a more difficult 
example, taking for the nonlinear parameter q in SchrSdinger's equation (1) a much larger value: 
q := 18. The initial condition they selected was g(z) := 1/cosh z, for t = 0. 
This is a particularly interesting case, as the solution develops very steep spatial and temporal 
gradients. Since the solution is smooth outside the interval -10 < z < 10, we shall use here a 
non.uniform covering of the domain with Tau cells. We start with a very large h= , which is later 
reduced, twice, as we approach the domain where the solution exhibits its largest variations. We 
have taken in our computations: 
(1) h~ := 5.0 for 20 >_ Izl > 10; 
(2) h= := 1.8 for 10 > [z I ~ 1 and 
(3) := 0.125 for 1 > {z{. 
Thus, only 30 Tau Elements are required to cover the z-range. We have taken h, := 0.01 
uniformly and solved for 0 < t < 2.5 using Tan approximations of degree 5 in each var~ble. 
Figure 8 shows the graph of the absolute value of the Tau approximate solution u55(z,t) in 
that domain. Figure 9 displays the surface v55(z,t), the real part of uss(z,t). Strong gradients 
in both the space and time directions are clearly visible in this graph. To check that all spikes 
are of the same height we have computed the absolute value of u65 at the points (0, t) from t - 0 
up to t = 2.5. This is shown in Figure 10, where the dots indicate the points of evaluation for 
different values of t. The Tau Method approximate solution surfaces given here have a far more 
neat and sharper shape than those reported by Shamardan [29] in his recent paper. 
The degree of the Tau Method approximations was chosen to be equal to 5 in each variable, 
higher than before, on account of the severe variations of the solution and with the dedre to keep 
the number of iterations very low. Although the tolerance parameter TOL was again fixed to be 
equal to 10 -s only three iterations were sufficient o secure the convergence of the process except 
for IzI < 1, that is, near the spikes, where only one more iteration was required. The moduttm of 
Hs~(z,t) remained bounded by 0.16; a relative maximum is attained at the points corresponding 
to the position of the spikes of lu55(z,t)l lie and it is much smaller, of the order of 0.04, away from 
them. Figure 11 shows the graph of IH,5(z,t)[ for z = 0 and for different values of t. The dots 
have the same meaning as before. The relative error qf55, introduced earlier, and now defined 
over the domain F := [-20, 20] x [0, 2.5] is, for this choice of M and N, considerably small: equal 
to 0.16/2.4 = 0.06. 
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F ~  s. Gr,~ph of l"~5(x, t)l = [(,,55(:,, t)) 2 + (~55(=, t))2] ~/2, b iqmgc T~ ~,pI~'ox- 
imation of u(z,t) over the domain [-20,20] x [0,2.5]. The size of apace-time Tan 
elements changes over different pa ts of the domain. 
Figure 9. Graph of vss (~, t), the real part of u55 (~, t). 
8. F INAL  REMARKS 
It should be pointed out that the satisfaction of the tolerance parameter TOL and also of 
the conservation of energy are in no way sufficient conditions for the existence of an accurate 
numerical solution. It is possible to give examples of nonlinear partial differential equations where 
the first two conditions are satisfied while the numerical solution generates a large perturbation 
term HMN. These last requirements must always be complemented, at least, by a check on the 
size of the perturbation term, that is, on the accuracy with which the quation is satisfied by the 
proposed approximate solution. This is a useful additional piece of information which the Tau 
Method gives with the approximate solution at no extra cost. 
The application of the ~u Method to problems involving soliton interactions and, more gener- 
ally, to systems of nonlinear partial differential equations in which the solution experiences large 
gradients in the direction of all variables, seems to be an area worthy of further research. 
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Figure 10. luss(z,t)[, computed along the direction f z = 0 and for different values 
of t to show that of all spikes attain the same maximum value. 
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Figure 11. Behaviour of the modultm of the perturbation term IH55(z, t)l , at z = 0 
and t = o(o.m.)2.s. 
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